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English ﬁddling 1650-1850: reconstructing a lost
idiom
PAUL E. W. ROBERTS

T

he popular dance music of pre-Victorian England was dominated by the ﬁddle
and a repertoire of jigs, reels, and hornpipes, similar to the one we now associate
with Sco�ish and Irish tradition. This rich musical culture was largely swept away
in the middle decades of the nineteenth century by a wave of new music: from brass
bands and accordions to imported ballroom dances.
Sources for this older music are fragmentary and limited. Period art and
literature contains sca�ered information. Recording and documentation of twentiethcentury English ﬁddlers was minimal but what there is contains much of relevance.
The hundreds of country dance collections published between 1650 and 1850 are
an invaluable source, though they were largely aimed at professionals working the
gentry market and only document a limited area of vernacular music making.
Above all, the manuscript tune collections compiled by some of the old
ﬁddlers themselves open a very direct window into the world of pre-Victorian
ﬁddling, though even this source has limitations, in particular a strong social,
regional, and chronological bias. These books were typically the work of a distinctive
minority (a working-class elite of independent cra�smen), they mostly come from
the north, and they date overwhelmingly to the very end of our era, in particular
the twenty years from around 1820 to 1840. The contents – when compared to the
handful of eighteenth-century manuscripts, or to various literary references to the
repertoire of country ﬁddlers – suggest a music heavily deﬁned by time and social
group. Moreover, we should not automatically equate the music of these respectable
artisans with the music of the archetypal ﬁddler of period art and literature, an
altogether much more disreputable character.1
Nevertheless, by careful use of all available sources we can still ﬁnd out a lot
about pre-Victorian English ﬁddling. In particular, I believe it is possible to pinpoint
the key elements from which period ﬁddle styles would have drawn, and to stage by
stage reconstruct an archetype.
Part 1: The reconstruction
Instrument and stance
For most of this period the violin itself was a diﬀerent instrument to the one we
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know, its neck shorter and angled diﬀerently, the bass bar lighter, the soundpost
thinner, the bridge ﬂa�er. It used gut strings and lacked the chin rest. The bow was
shorter and straighter. Nor was it held in the modern stance. It was held against the
chest or shoulder or under either side of the chin, typically sloping downwards,
and gripping with the le� hand not the chin. The bow was held with a variety of
diﬀerent grips, and it seems some ﬁddlers moved the violin as well as the bow, a
technique probably inherited from the medieval ﬁddle.2
Tuning
Also inherited from the medieval ﬁddle were several alternative tunings, in particular
ADAE, AEAE, and AEAC#. Although these so-called ‘cross-tunings’ seriously restrict
the choice of key, they have deﬁnite advantages for the dance player – increasing
volume, making ﬁngering easier, and adding harmonic colour. It is hard to estimate
how common and widespread the practice of cross-tuning was. The old collections
are probably not a good guide, because cross-tuning presents problems of notation,
ﬁddlers might see no need to speciﬁcally refer to it, and the books reﬂect the most
progressive ﬁddling of the time. Such archaic pre-violin techniques would probably
be most common where they would be least documented – lower down the social
scale, in remoter districts, and further back in time (they are certainly commoner in
the older collections). I would tentatively suggest a similar situation to twentiethcentury Appalachia, with the most old-fashioned players habitually using crosstunings, many ﬁddlers using them occasionally, and the most progressive ﬁddlers
hardly using them at all.3
Bowing – tone
Modern classical bowing is heavily concerned with tone and precision, seeking a
rather rich tone and a clean overall sound. The dance ﬁddler has diﬀerent priorities
– rhythm, energy, and volume – and twentieth-century ﬁddlers in England and
elsewhere tended to use a fairly heavy, dynamic a�ack, producing a hard, thin tone
and o�en a rather ‘dirty’ sound. This was probably as true of the eighteenth century
as of the twentieth. Where the old ﬁddlers gave any conscious a�ention to tone, they
would presumably have followed the model of baroque art violin, the human voice.4
Bowing pa�erns
Bowings are o�en marked in the old tune books, and it seems that in their pursuit
of rhythm, ﬁddlers used a number of distinct bowing pa�erns, in particular the one
American ﬁddlers call the ‘Nashville shuﬄe’. This pa�ern may have been as basic to
old-time English ﬁddling as it still is to old-time Anglo-American ﬁddling. Imagine
a common-time tune divided throughout into groups of four quavers: the ﬁrst two
notes in each group are played on one bow stroke, the next two on separate strokes,
giving a ﬂowing but driving feel with an accent on the o�eat.5
Also very common was the repeated two-note slur – in a group of four
quavers one and two are slurred together, then three and four, and so on. This
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pa�ern was used for 3/2 as well as common-time tunes. An important variant of
this was used in playing do�ed or ‘Newcastle style’ hornpipes. In a basic group of
four notes, the ﬁrst is played on a separate bow, then 2 and 3 slurred, then 4 and
5, and so on. Several twentieth-century English ﬁddlers were recorded using this
pa�ern on undo�ed tunes as well, where the short pause between the slurs gives
a choppy, lightly syncopated feel. Although the books rarely give instructions as
to bow direction, when playing do�ed hornpipes, it seems, the natural down-up
pa�ern would sometimes be reversed.6
Bowings are less commonly notated with jigs, which is probably signiﬁcant.
The commonest ﬁgure we ﬁnd is a 6/8 variant of the Nashville shuﬄe. In the basic
group of three quavers, the ﬁrst two or last two are slurred. Sometimes we ﬁnd
passages where all three quavers are slurred, giving a rather sensuous feel, and
toning down the characteristic bounciness of 6/8. Occasionally whole tunes make
heavy use of these devices but in general they seem to occur in short passages and to
have been more a form of passing decoration. My impression is that jigs were largely
played with one bow stroke per note, and it may be signiﬁcant that in the USA such
bowing is sometimes called ‘jig bow’, whatever the time signature.7
Bowing – chordal decoration
The playing of drones and double-stops was fundamental to the medieval ﬁddle:
some were even built with sympathetic drone strings. Many twentieth-century
English ﬁddlers also played with a continual drone or used heavy double-stopping.
So this was almost certainly an important feature of the centuries in between. We
cannot, however, presume all ﬁddlers always played this way. The Italian singlestring sonata style must have come over with the violin and been adopted by some
players. Some of the more complex music in the old books (variation sets, competition
hornpipes, tunes in ﬂat keys) would not only be diﬃcult to play with heavy doublestopping, they would lose clarity. In twentieth-century England heavy ‘droners’
rarely played the more complex hornpipes, while single-string players showed an
equally strong predilection for them, paralleling the American distinction between
drone-inclined ‘breakdown ﬁddlers’ and single-string inclined ‘hornpipe’ ﬁddlers. I
would suggest that the use of drones or heavy double-stopping was very common,
but that the more progressive or technically advanced players probably tended
towards single-string playing.8
Fingering – melodic decoration
Twentieth-century English ﬁddlers were very sparing in their use of grace notes,
but it is clear that some pre-Victorian players made extensive use of a wide variety
of gracings, including long semi-quaver runs between melody notes, the movement
the Scots call the birl (the same note bowed rapidly several times), and a series of
decorations that were shared with period art music, in particular the mordent (made
by playing the main note and an adjacent note before the melody note), the turn (the
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same ﬁgure as the modern Irish roll, played by hi�ing ﬁrst the note above then the
note below the melody note), and the shake or trill (the repeated beating of the note
above, or sometimes below, the melody note). Vibrato in this period was regarded
as a variant of the trill and only used as an occasional decoration. In general, these
gracings seem to have been performed fairly fast, but contemporary accounts make
plain they could be given a variety of speeds. Played slowly or between notes they
start to become indistinguishable from the long semi-quaver runs that also ﬁgure
prominently in the old books. Diﬀerent gracings were also spliced together to
extremely elaborate eﬀect – the shake was o�en resolved in a turn for example.9
Traditional musicians tend to use gracings spontaneously and inconsistently
and we cannot expect the old tune books to show the true levels of decoration. The
reality was probably a range from very plain to very elaborate, encompassing a
variety of regional styles, themselves subject to family and individual preferences. But
there is no doubt that some old English ﬁddlers used extremely elaborate decoration
because there still exist some early mechanical organs that were programmed to
imitate them: as close to a time machine with a tape recorder as we can get. Some
of these use complex gracings and long semi-quaver runs almost to the point of
arhythmic clu�er, a style of playing which has survived into the twenty-ﬁrst century
in the hands of the Clough school of small-piping.10
Melodic variation
Runs could be seen as a form of melodic variation rather than as grace-noting, and
were very much a feature of the long variation set – elaborate multi-part variations
on a melody or its chord structure, typically containing around 6 to 12 strains,
though 20 or more were not unknown. Such variations were o�en called ‘divisions’
because one basic technique was to divide up the notes of the melody. Division
playing was widespread up to around the mid-eighteenth century, but sets still
occur in nineteenth-century ﬁddle manuscripts and the form has survived amongst
small-pipers into the present day.
Our concern is with style not repertoire. What brings the variation set within
our remit is the importance of improvisation. Sets were o�en standardized, wri�en
down, and memorized, but at the heart of the form lay spontaneous improvisation.
In the seventeenth century several ‘idiot’s guides’ were published to help the less
talented fake this. These describe a phenomenon very like jazz. We learn that several
ﬁddlers might improvise together Dixieland style, or take breaks in Swing style.
One book describes the practice of calling out ‘breve’ very like the jazz practice of
calling ‘fours’ where each player takes four bars in turn. Sometimes variations were
improvised over an extempore bass line without reference to a speciﬁc melody. Even
the language used has uncanny echoes – when the seventeenth-century composer
Mathew Locke refers to ‘the tearing of a consort into pieces with divisions, an old
custom of our country ﬁddlers’, I can almost hear Bob Wills shouting ‘tear it up
boys!’.11
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Some extremes of variation
Beyond the melodic variation set lies the playing of descriptive variation sets like
‘The Fox Chase’. These are sometimes referred to, but rarely notated, presumably
because of their dependence on improvisation, trick eﬀects, and a cavalier a�itude
to conventional structure and rhythm. The la�er could be brought to bear on simpler
pieces too. Twentieth-century English ﬁddlers were very given to adding colour to
ordinary dance tunes with both light syncopation and what the Americans call
‘crooked’ playing – deliberately interfering with conventional structure by cu�ing
or adding notes, bars or longer passages. Both syncopation and crookedness are
reasonably common in the old manuscripts, and given that they were compiled
by the most formally educated and hence probably the most rigid players, these
techniques may have been even more common than the books suggest – particularly
syncopation, which is both very amenable to spontaneous introduction and
notoriously diﬃcult to notate.12
The stave
Staﬀ notation is designed to give explicit instructions in the areas of key, mode,
metre, tempo, and accenting. Many of the stylistic subtleties that distinguish the
playing of one individual or region from another lie in these areas and here the
stave is rather a crude tool. It tells us that English ﬁddlers played mostly in G, D,
A and the easy minors and in ﬁrst position, but that during our period the use of
harder keys like C, F, Bb, E, Cm, and Gm and experimentation with second and
third position became increasingly common, paralleling developments in art music
– in which some ﬁddlers were clearly very interested.13 They played in a variety of
metres including 6/4, 9/4, 3/2, 3/8, and 12/8 as well as the more familiar 6/8, 9/8, 4/4,
2/4 and 3/4, and they were not as averse to changing the metre, mode, or tempo of a
speciﬁc melody as seems the case today. And, if the stave does not reveal the subtle
diﬀerences in accenting and phrasing that are an important feature of personal
and regional style, it does reveal some not so subtle ones like the use of the ‘Scotch
snap’ (which in wri�en music appears in England almost one hundred years before
Scotland) and the evolution in parts of the north of the do�ed or ‘clog’ hornpipe in a
process analogous to the evolution of the strathspey-reel in Scotland.14
The archetype
Having outlined some common and widespread features of pre-Victorian English
ﬁddle style, perhaps we can put them together to describe an archetype – a kind of
composite English ﬁddler of around 200 years ago.
He held his ﬁddle against the chest or shoulder or under either side of the chin,
sloping downwards and gripping with the le� hand, and using various bow grips.
He used both standard tuning and cross-tunings. He played mainly in G, D, and A,
and in ﬁrst position, but sometimes utilized both the harder keys and shi�ing. He
used a variety of bowing pa�erns, especially the ‘Nashville shuﬄe’ and both the
repeated two-note slur and its ‘Newcastle’ variant. He made plentiful use of drones
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and double-stops, but was familiar with the single-string sonata style, especially for
the more complex pieces. He decorated with an impressive mix of gracings including
the birl, the mordent, the turn, the shake, and long semi-quaver runs that at times
almost broke up the rhythm. Sometimes he liked to play a bit crooked or to throw in
a li�le syncopation. He played with a greater variety of time signatures than today
and with probably a more ﬂexible a�itude to metre, tempo, rhythm, and accenting.
He also delighted in the playing of divisions or long variation sets: if good enough
he would spontaneously improvise his variations, sometimes in a jazz-like small
group context. And, if he was of a progressive bent, he maintained a certain interest
in art music and its techniques.
In modern terms this sounds remarkably like a hybrid of older-style
Appalachian, western Irish, and Scots ﬁddle styles, which, it seems to me, has
important implications, transcending the parochial concerns of English musical
antiquarianism.
Part 2: ‘And beyond’
Not only are many of the stylistic features outlined in this discussion still to be
found in related traditions, to some extent they now demarcate the boundaries
between them. Turns, mordents, and trills are now seen as peculiarly Irish; the
birl, the snap, and a respect for classical aesthetic and technique as distinctively
Scots; the Nashville shuﬄe bow, cross-tuning, the heavy use of drones and doublestopping, and a fondness for crookedness, syncopation, and improvisation, as
archetypally American. Given that all these features can be found in pre-Victorian
English ﬁddling, it begins to appear almost as a ‘missing link’.
In the eighteenth century, England was one of the most densely populated
countries in the world; around 80% of Britons were English, white Americans were
probably around 70% English in origin, and an Irish population around half that of
England included a substantial minority of fairly recent English origin.15 Thus the
English must have played a central and inﬂuential role in this music that is hard
to imagine nowadays, and probably did have a greater variety of ﬁddle techniques
and styles than their neighbours. But demographics are not the whole story. On
closer examination it seems that a certain standardization and simpliﬁcation has
been taking place in Irish, Scots, and American ﬁddling over the last 200 years and
that many of the stylistic features outlined here in an old English context were once
fairly widespread and general – o�en well beyond the Anglo-Celtic world.
The stance was common to Europe during the Baroque era, among art
violinists as well as ﬁddlers, and aspects of it still survive in many areas of Europe and
America.16 The main cross-tunings and the ‘Nashville shuﬄe’ bowing pa�ern were
not only known in several other European traditions, they were used in seventeenthand eighteenth-century European art music.17 Droning and double-stopping are
widespread features of vernacular bowed instrumental technique throughout the
world, and were formerly more common in both Irish and Scots music than today.18
Turns, mordents, trills and other gracings were shared with both baroque art violin
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and several European vernacular traditions.19 The birl was common to the entire
British Isles and was formerly common in America.20 Decorative runs are also
common in old Scots collections and are still used by some Irish players.21 The ‘Scotch
snap’ was found throughout Europe, sometimes with similar regional associations
(in France and Italy it was the ‘Lombard snap’), which are probably just metaphors
for archaism and rusticity.22 Respect for classical aesthetic and technique has always
existed among the more progressive ﬁddlers everywhere.23 Long variation sets are
found in old Irish and Scots collections too and there are many European parallels,
while syncopation, crookedness and improvisation are found throughout the world.
Indeed, medieval European dance music seems to have been largely improvised,
one reason for its scarcity in wri�en sources.24 It would seem, in fact, that in the
past there was a greater degree of commonality than is the case today, particularly
within the British Isles and their American colonies, to some extent within Europe
generally, and even between art violin and vernacular ﬁddling.
We can draw lines between human beings anywhere we choose. Whether
national frontiers are always the most meaningful places to do so, in the study of
popular culture, is questionable. Indeed, the widespread equation of traditional
music and national identity seems to me positively misleading. It has not only
tended to obscure the kind of supra-national commonality discussed above, it has
tended to play down the crucial importance of the sub-national – of regional, local,
family, individual, class, and generational diﬀerences – and to ignore the reality
of distinctive cultural regions that straddle the frontiers, like the Anglo-Scots
border country and the ‘Bristol channel zone’ of south-west England, south Wales,
and south-east Ireland. This is not to deny the reality of a national dimension, but
‘National’ ﬁddle style should perhaps be seen as the sum total of all the varied
styles found within a given political border rather than as something monolithic,
homogenous, static, self-contained, and totally unique.
This paper has examined in detail the main stylistic features of English
ﬁddling in the pre-Victorian era, and has given, I hope, some idea of its richness
and variety. It may seem perverse to turn round at the end and emphasize the areas
of wider commonality, but it is time scholars started biting this particular bullet.
Political and other boundaries have never stopped ﬁddlers from extending and
developing their music, and, unless we follow their example, our understanding of
their music will always be partial and stunted.
Notes
1
The Village Music Project website (www.village-music-project.org.uk, herea�er VMP)
contains a large number of these manuscripts and some printed collections and is
currently the single most important resource for anyone studying historical English
ﬁddle music. The following tune collections have also been consulted: Private Collection,
Una�ributed Fiddle Manuscript (Staﬀordshire, c. 1810-40); School of Sco�ish Studies,
John Rook MS (Carlisle, c. 1840); The Ironbridge Hornpipe: A Shropshire Tune Collection from
John Moore’s Manuscripts, ed. by Gordon Ashman (Blyth: Dragonﬂy Music, 1991); The
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